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Transitioning the Church into the Kingdom Agenda
Just as Israel was captured by Babylon so the Church and its Kingdom agenda has
been captured by Mystery Babylon. But the great exodus has already begun. Here is
what lies ahead....
I have been contemplating this issue of the exponential growth of the Kingdom of
God. One of the things that struck me with new revelation was the issue of the impact
of what I term the "Kingdom agenda" as Jesus proclaimed it and what the effect this
would have on population growth and with it economic growth.
Think of it this way. For 6000 years of human history world population growth was
barely minimal. Existence was precarious, life expectancy was short averaging about
35 years in ancient times to at best 47 years in the 19th century. It took us 6000 years
to get to about 1 billion people on planet earth in 1830. Today we add 1 billion
people every 12 years.
I told you before that exponential growth for the next 1000 years means 84 trillion
people. Why have we in 6000 years only reached about 1 billion people?
Well the simple answer is look at the history of 6000 years. It is the history of wars
that decimated populations. It was natural disasters of drought, famine, pestilence,
floods, hurricanes that destroyed crops, food production. It was a multitude of
incurable sicknesses and diseases that killed babies, mothers in birth. accidents etc.
One small cut and no antibiotics and bacterial infection kills you quickly. By the way
that is why men started putting on alcohol aftershave after shaving to quickly kill any
bacterial infection from a small cut of the razor.
You add up all these factors and it is a miracle that humanity barely survived...never
mind thrived.
Jesus and the Kingdom Agenda
Now I want you to notice something interesting about what the prophets like Isaiah
prophesied in the Old Testament and what Jesus said and did when He came to
proclaim "the Kingdom has come".
Isaiah proclaimed (Isaiah 2 and chapters 65,66) the time will come when the people of
the earth will learn war no more, when swords and shields will be turned into
plowshares and men will learn war no more, when life will be extended to hundreds
of years, when nature will be tamed, when the earth will be filled with the knowledge
and the glory of God.

Jesus picked this theme up and started demonstrating what this Kingdom of God
agenda was all about. The angels that announced His birth declared that He bring
salvation to mankind and "peace on earth and goodwill to all mankind".
Jesus then went about demonstrating what this Kingdom was all about. He said "if I
drive out demons then know that the Kingdom of God has come." Then He
proceeded to heal the sick, multiply food, reconcile men to God and one another, raise
the dead, walk on water, change the weather, take down corruption in high places and
defeat Satan and bring him into judgment (yes that is what Jesus said ..."now is the
prince of this world judged").
Then He sent His disciples into the world with this same agenda. He said greater
works will you do because I go to the Father. The Kingdom of God has come
Now lets do some practical analysis here. What do you think would happen to the
population of the earth if this Kingdom agenda were to be carried out? What would
happen if we multiplied food, healed sicknesses and diseases, turn war production into
food production, reconcile men to God and to each other, bring peace on earth,
increase life expectancy to hundreds of years, bring climate change under control,
control gravity...and raise the dead?
Here is what would happen: We would have endless economic growth and we would
have endless exponential population growth.
And then Jesus leaves and earth's misery just continues....no prosperity, no
conquering sickness and disease, no growth of economic prosperity for another 1500
years!
What happened to this Kingdom Agenda?
This of course is the question that is being debated in the church for centuries. I am
going to tell you what happened to the Kingdom Agenda and it is not pretty picture
and my evangelical brethren do not agree with me.
The excuses for no signs of the Kingdom agenda in action are the usual two which I
have told you before but bares repeating:
- Well you see the Kingdom of God has not actually come, it will come one day when
Jesus returns to set up the Kingdom. This of course denies the words of Jesus that the
Kingdom has come and that it is better for us that He goes away and the Holy Spirit
will then come to empower us to do the work of the Kingdom.
- And the second great excuse of "Well you see its actually a Jewish kingdom and the
church cannot take the place of the Jews (that of course would be the great heresy in
their eyes of Oh so you believe in Replacement Theology!") because we will be
raptured out of here so that this Jewish kingdom can come.
Here is the unpalatable truth.....
The church and the Kingdom Agenda (the Great Commission) got hijacked and
captured by a false church...the antichrist church just as the Bible prophesied it would
and just like Israel got captured and enslaved by Babylon. This is what Revelation

called "Mystery Babylon" (in one of its many guises..since it is the mother of many
harlots). This false church destroyed the apostolic authority, preached in Latin so that
nobody could understand the preaching of the Word, banned the Bible from the
people, kept it in Latin so nobody could read it, burned anyone at the stake who dared
to either translate the Bible for people to read or published the Bible for anyone to
read, substituted faith in Christ for salvation with faith in pagan rituals, substituted
prayer to the Father with prayer to the dead (Mary and the saints).
The first Reformation destroyed the hold this false church had on mankind with its
false gospel. This was the start of reviving the Kingdom agenda. The freedom that
the Reformation gave to mankind from oppressive Feudalism of church and kings
allowed knowledge to spread, science to develop, industrial development, savings and
investments (instead of useless expenses for cathedrals and castles) causing rising
food production, population growth, healing of common sicknesses and diseases etc.
But then came the second capture of the Church and the people and the Kingdom
Agenda....
Soon after the Reformation took hold it was not long before the states of Europe
captured the many Protestant new churches and licensed them under state control to
serve that state agenda.
The :Church of England with the monarch as the head of the church. The Lutheran
churches of Germany with the pastors put on state salaries, the same in Sweden,
Switzerland, the Russian Orthodox church under the control of the Tsars.
The Puritans tried to break free of this control by starting a new nation first in
England under Cromwell which failed, then in America which also failed.
But there was another interesting capture of the people of the church that was very
interesting and that never gets analyzed....the corporate capture of the people of God
and the Kingdom Agenda!
Let me explain this to you as simple as possible:
You have the five-fold ministry group that Paul describes in Ephesians 4 as being the
pastors, teachers, apostles, prophets and evangelists. Their job in the church is to
bring the people of God to "the full stature of Christ and the unity of the faith....unto
the work of the ministry". meaning the five-fold ministry is there to disciple the
people of God to do the "work of the ministry."
The work of the ministry is the Kingdom Agenda that I have outlined above. So as the
Reformation teaching started having wonderful results in the lives of the people that
visibly showed up in the economy and in science and in medicine. the satanic agenda
was to find a way to capture the people and the "work of the ministry" that they were
doing....and that was why the "corporation" was created and given eternal life through
"personhood" by the governments of the world in the 1800's!
So lets make this clear....after it became clear after the start of the Reformations in the
1500's that the world was on its way to the fulfilment of the Restoration of the
Kingdom Agenda....Satan had to capture both the ministers of the church and the

people of the church to contain this explosion and direct it to war, destruction of the
earth and destruction of the family structure.
Company = "cum panis" Latin for "together bread"....or breaking bread together.
The Corporate Capture of the Church
Just as the rise of the false church resulting in the dark ages destroyed the preaching
of the Great Commission and the apostolic authority of the five-fold ministry to
disciple the people of God into the full stature of Christ...so a false "gathering of the
people of God" has taken place under the corporate culture.
The purpose of the five-fold ministry of the church is to raise up and train the army of
God which is the Church of Jesus Christ to do the work of the Kingdom. To do the
work of the Kingdom you need to bring people together to work together on the great
work of the Kingdom Agenda.
Now lets be brutally honest. The people of God have already been captured by the
world corporate state agenda to do the work of the government/corporate agenda...and
are very happy to be "breaking bread together" with the unrighteous. And if you think
you are free to buy and sell outside that structure you are mistaken. The people of
God are as much wage slaves in the world today as the Israelites were in Egypt and
Babylon.
And lets be brutally honest again...there are a great many like the Israelites of old who
are very happy and prosperous in Babylon. They have little interest in the Kingdom
agenda which in any case is not even preached in the pulpits. Instead we see the
international trend in our charismatic evangelical churches who have lost the
Kingdom vision and instead the preaching agenda is on life coaching on how you can
make your career a success in the corporation or how to "make America great again"
or how to be rich.....
Now let me make a prediction for you. God loves His church. God will prevail in His
Kingdom agenda. That means there is coming a great big voice from heaven and the
heavenly host saying as He did to Pharaoh of Egypt...."Let my people go that they
may serve me."....obviously instead of serving the corporate government objectives of
Egypt.
So I predict that the corporate and government power structures that are holding the
people back from the endless exponential expansion of the Kingdom agenda are
falling apart. In its place will rise the new faith communities of God's people in the
market place capturing the resources and technologies of the world and placing them
at the service of King Jesus.
God is going to make His people very uncomfortable in the world Babylon system.
The system is going to cheat on them. It is going to break its promises of employment,
pensions, useful education for the children, peaceful prosperity in safe suburbs,
efficient service delivery, honest and productive investments of your savings.

The "social contract" that up to now seems to have kept governments hold in people
(the right to rule based on the consent of the people) and the financial contract
between the corporations and the people (invest your time and your money with us
and we will take care of you)...these compacts are going to be broken and replaced by
the new Covenant in Christ...the spiritual compact that is going to combine the new
generation of God's people into switching to the Kingdom Agenda.

